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INDEPENDENCE AND INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS 
 
For the Scottish government and Yes Scotland, independence would mark a new ‘partnership of equals’ 
between the nations of these islands. The independence vision, set out in the White Paper, Scotland’s 
Future, incorporates a variety of proposals for sharing institutional assets and services with the rest of 
the UK. These include, for example:  
 
 Sterling currency union   Research Councils UK 
 Joint venture between a Scottish Broadcasting 

Corporation and the BBC 
 Single UK organ donor and transplant service 

 British Isles Common Travel Area  Civil Aviation Authority 
 Single energy market  Green Investment Bank 
 National Lottery and the Big Lottery Fund  Office of Rail Regulation 
 
 
 

 

KEY POINTS 
 

 Existing UK intergovernmental forums would be insufficient to manage Scottish-rUK 
intergovernmental relations if the Scottish government’s independence vision was realised. 
 

 The Nordic example illustrates that intergovernmental cooperation, formal and informal, 
between neighbouring sovereign states is commonplace in many policy areas. Formal 
cooperation is most evident where it produces clear ‘added value’ for each party. 

 

 Formal structures of intergovernmental cooperation nurture policy learning and encourage the 
networking that facilitates informal cooperation, but senior official and ministerial buy-in can be 
difficult to secure. 

 

 European integration has limited the incentive for separate Nordic cooperation initiatives, 
though Nordic governments continue to cooperate over the implementation of EU directives. 
The Nordic countries do not usually act as a cohesive regional bloc in the EU – national 
interests prevail.   

 

 Intergovernmental coordination among the Nordic countries offers useful insights for Scottish-
rUK relations in the event of independence, but the Nordic Council and Nordic Council of 
Ministers offer limited opportunities for an independent Scotland, either for direct engagement 
or as a model for Scottish-rUK cooperation. 

 

A NORDIC MODEL FOR SCOTLAND? 
Scottish-UK relations after independence  
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In the event of a Yes vote, all shared arrangements would be subject to negotiation with the UK 
government, which may prove less willing to share. The UK government, and the UK parties, have 
already said they would reject a formal currency union, and hinted strongly that other cross-border 
arrangements may not be in the interests of rUK, impermissible under EU law, or workable purely on a 
commercial basis. If there is a Yes vote, political pragmatism may alter this position, but competing 
political and commercial interests would bring pressure to bear, pushing negotiators toward - or away 
from - a more accommodative approach. 
  
Whatever the outcome of negotiations, some cooperation would be inevitable. The two states would 
continue to share cultural and trade links, while sharing a border and an island would necessitate 
cooperation in a host of policy fields. Managing these links may require some formal mechanism, or 
intergovernmental forum, to facilitate joint decision-making, oversight and governance. 
 
The existing UK intergovernmental institutions seem inadequate to the task: 
 
 The Joint Ministerial Committee, a multilateral forum bringing together senior UK ministers with 

ministers from the devolved nations, is principally a forum for member administrations of the UK, 
and so is unlikely to accommodate an independent Scotland. Nor is an independent Scotland likely 
to want to be a member. The JMC is hierarchical, placing the UK government in the dominant 
position, and remains a forum which is predominantly for communication rather than coordination.  

 
 The British-Irish Council is a multi-lateral forum involving the UK government, the Irish 

government, the UK devolved administrations and the crown dependencies. A product of the Good 
Friday Agreement, the BIC fosters practical relationships across the British Isles, both to help 
maintain peace in Northern Ireland and to encourage communication and cooperation between 
members in a variety of work-streams, including energy, environment, early years, health, 
demography, digital inclusion, tourism and transport. Although an independent Scotland could 
easily be accommodated within this forum, the BIC is ill-equipped to manage the Scottish-rUK 
cross-border arrangements envisaged in the White Paper. It has a very small secretariat of 6 
officials; a very small budget - running costs in 2013 were under £100k; it does not deal with 
important issues of state; and it is rarely attended by the UK Prime Minister. In addition, the BIC is 
not a decision-making body and both the UK and Irish governments - who enjoy a strong bilateral 
relationship - appear reluctant for it to become one. 

 
 
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RELATIONS ACROSS THE NORDIC COUNTRIES 

 
The Nordic countries have been engaged in cross-border intergovernmental cooperation for many 
years, both informally and within formal forums such as the Nordic Council of Ministers. Drawing on 
interviews with officials and academics in Denmark, Norway and Sweden, I examine below whether 
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“The road that leads to progress for Nordic 
cooperation is paved with extravagant failures” 

 Olof Palme 
Swedish Prime Minister, 1971 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

the Nordic model offers insights for cross-border cooperation in the British Isles in the event of 
independence.  

 
The historic, cultural, linguistic and geographic links across the Nordic countries have lent themselves 
well to cooperation since the Second World War, while the geopolitics of the surrounding areas both 
incentivised and hindered efforts to generate closer cooperation. The early post-war period was thus 
marked by success and failure.1  
 
Early successes include: 

 

 the establishment in the 1950s of a common labour market and travel area formally allowing 
passport-free travel, residence and work across the Nordic area. 
 

 a Nordic Social Security Convention, first set up in 1955, ensuring the mutual recognition of 
social security entitlements for Nordic citizens moving from one Nordic country to another.2 
 

 the Nordic Investment Bank, set up in 1975 by Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland and Iceland, 
to support low cost borrowing for capital investment to improve competitiveness and the 
environment. Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania joined in 2005.  
 

 the Scandinavian Airlines System, a partnership of the Danish, Swedish and Norwegian 
governments and private investors, to pool and coordinate their transatlantic and European 
flights.  

By contrast, efforts to set up a Scandinavian defence alliance failed as a result of distinctive positions 
on neutrality and the relationships with the Soviet Union and the western alliance; Norway and 
Denmark, along with Iceland, instead became founding members of NATO. Successive attempts to 
create a distinctive common economic and customs union also foundered amid concerns about the 
impact on the industrial competitiveness of individual countries, and it was eventually superseded by 
the development of a European common market. In 1960, Denmark, Sweden and Norway became 
founding members of the European Free Trade Area, with Finland assuming associate member status 
a year later and Iceland joining in 1970. All but Norway and Iceland would join the European 
Community in due course. European integration made the need for a common Nordic economic 
market redundant and EU regulations and directives have largely supplanted other Nordic agreements, 
including for Norway and Iceland. The gravitational pool of the EU across a wide range of policy areas 
has also minimised the incentive and perceived advantages of Nordic cooperation – according to one 
academic interviewed, EU integration means that ‘Nordic cooperation has outlived itself’.  

 
 

                                                           
1 Andrén, N, 1984, ‘Nordic integration and cooperation – illusion and reality’, Cooperation and Conflict, vol.19: 251-62; 
Stråth, Bo, 1980, ‘The illusory Nordic alternative to Europe’, Cooperation and Conflict, vol.15: 103-14 
2 Trier, A, 1982, The Nordic Social Security Convention, International Labour Law, vol.121, no.3 
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NORDIC FORUMS OF COOPERATION 
 
The Nordic Council was one of the early successes of post-war Nordic cooperation. Set up in 1952, it 
brings together 87 elected representatives from the parliaments of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, 
Finland, Iceland, Greenland, Åland and the Faroe Islands, supported by a secretariat of 15 officials. 
Members usually sit in ideological party groups, which must include members from at least two Nordic 
member-states. It is led by an annual rotating president, and the main work of the council takes place 
within the Presidium, as well as in committees whose work focuses on culture, education and training, 
welfare, citizens’ and consumer rights, the environment and natural resources, and business and 
industry. It has very little power. Its central purpose is to identify ‘Nordic synergies’, and to push Nordic 
governments and the Nordic Council of Ministers toward closer cooperation. There is no direct 
accountability between the Nordic Council and the Nordic Council of Ministers. 
 

 
 
The Nordic Council of Ministers was set up in 1971, in the wake of the failure of economic union. 
Based in Copenhagen, it is staffed by almost 100 officials, supporting the work of 10 ministerial 
councils. Ministers of Nordic Cooperation within each government are responsible for formal 
intergovernmental coordination between the member administrations; this is not a senior role in 
government and inter-ministerial meetings frequently take place outside of the Nordic Council of 
Ministers. Each council also has a committee of senior officials which meets more frequently to take 
forward the work agreed by ministerial council.  
 

In principle, the Nordic Council of Ministers aims to identify Nordic synergies and promote joint Nordic 
action where it would bring added value. In practice, its work has been dominated by administrative 
issues, especially regarding how to distribute its budget, which in 2014 was 995 million DKK (around 
£107 million).3 Strategic political cooperation is rare, and ministerial buy-in has been difficult, with 
some ministers failing to attend in spite of meetings being held only once or twice per year. 
Interviewees suggested that ministerial interest and commitment was undermined by the heavy 
administrative focus, the tendency for civil servants to reach agreement before ministerial meetings 
took place (with little left to decide), and the practice of holding meetings in locations which make travel 
and overnight stays a necessity. The extent and importance of cooperation varies between ministerial 
councils. For example, energy officials reported making good use of the Nordic Council of Ministers to 
promote intergovernmental coordination, while officials working on social protection and defence co-
operate more outside of the NCM framework. 
 

                                                           
3Agreed contribution to the budget are dependent on GNP among other criteria. The sliding scale for the countries' 
contributions for 2014 are: Sweden 31.4%; Norway 30.6%; Denmark 21.0%; Finland 16.3%; and Iceland 0.7%. 
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‘It’s a good thing to have the formal 
secretariat (within the NCM). They have 
knowledge and expertise, it brings continuity. But 
the most important relations are very often bilateral’ 

Official, Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
 
 
Nordic-Baltic Cooperation has been evident since the Nordic countries collaborated to provide 
support to Estonia, Lithuania and Latvia in their transitions to independence and democracy. They 
have intensified their cooperation in two forums in particular:  
 
 NB-8 (Nordic–Baltic Eight) includes Denmark, Finland, Sweden, Norway, Iceland, Latvia, 

Lithuania and Estonia. It involves regular meetings of prime ministers, foreign ministers, 
secretaries of state and political directors of foreign ministries. The ‘Wise Men Report’4, initiated by 
the respective presidents of the Baltic Council of Ministers and the Nordic Foreign Policy 
Cooperation, recommended increased cooperation in overseas representation, defence 
procurement, cyber security, and energy. NB-8 also meets in related forums to foster cooperation 
with other countries, including with the UK and the Northern Future Forum. 

 
 NB-6 (Nordic–Baltic Six) is an informal forum for the six EU members. It has been ‘quite active’ 

since 2007 and facilitates informal meetings among prime ministers and foreign ministers in 
advance of meetings of the European Council, the EU General Affairs Council and EU External 
Relations Council in Brussels. These meetings allow members to discuss their positions ahead of 
Council meetings, identifying areas of coordination where possible and providing mutual support. 
The emphasis is on communication rather than strategic cooperation and, as an informal forum, it 
does not produce binding outcomes. The six Nordic and Baltic EU members are relatively small 
and the priority of each member is to make broader alliances in their national interest.  

    
 

Policy-Focused Forums, Treaties and Agreements: Cooperation among the Nordic countries is 
evident across a wide range of policy spheres, often underpinned by formal treaties, conventions or 
memorandums of understanding. Sometimes cooperation takes place within formal committee 
structures like the Nordic Council of Ministers or multilateral policy forums, but this is always supported 
by more informal collaboration especially between policy officials on a bilateral basis. For example: 
 

 In the area of defence, NORDEFCO provides a cooperation (rather than command) structure 
involving senior political and military personnel. NORDEFCO’s work focuses on five Cooperation 
Areas (COPAs) which support strategic defence development, enhance defence capabilities, e.g. 
through cooperation in defence procurement, improve training and military education, and 
collaborating with respect to engagement in international operations. The latter is focused on 
Afghanistan, where all Nordic nations contribute to the ISAF operation, and have collaborated in 
deploying medical evacuation helicopters, logistics and mentoring of the Afghan Army.  

 

                                                           
4 Nordic-Baltic 8, 2010, NB8 Wise Men Report. Available at: http://www.utanrikisraduneyti.is/media/Skyrslur/NB8-Wise-
Men-Report.pdf 

 

http://www.utanrikisraduneyti.is/media/Skyrslur/NB8-Wise-Men-Report.pdf
http://www.utanrikisraduneyti.is/media/Skyrslur/NB8-Wise-Men-Report.pdf
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 In energy, the transmission systems operators (TSOs) of the Nordic – and now the Baltic – 
countries jointly own a power exchange system, Nordpool Spot, to support a common wholesale 
electricity market. Nordic energy regulators cooperate within NordREG to promote a legal and 
institutional framework to support market integration. In energy, the diversity of energy resources 
and supply across the Nordic countries underlines the added value in cooperation, while also 
limiting the scope for policy harmonisation. The Swedish, Danish, Norwegian, Finnish and 
Icelandic TSOs had cooperated within a common organisation, Nordel, since 1963, in areas like 
transmission and trade, and towards the development of the common electricity market. However, 
as in many other policy spheres, separate Nordic energy co-operation is being superseded by 
European market integration. Nordel was wound up in 2009 in the wake of progress towards 
European electricity market integration, and Nordic TSOs are now fully integrated within the 
European Network of Transmission System Operators (ENTSO-E), although they still cooperate 
informally on a bilateral basis and within the Nordic Council of Ministers.  

 
 In social security and health, the early post-war agreement was updated in 1992 (social security) 

and 1994 (social assistance), with additional subsequent agreements to strengthen cooperation in 
recovery of child maintenance, pension rights, public health, access to health care, specialist 
services and more recently e-health initiatives. Many of the agreements on social security 
cooperation and mutual recognition of entitlements have now been superseded by EU regulations 
on the coordination of social security systems and rights. However, social security policy officials 
across the Nordic countries continue to cooperate in formal multilateral forums and working 
groups, as well as more ad hoc bilateral meetings, especially to coordinate the implementation of 
these directives. In 2014, a new Nordic social security convention was agreed to complement EU 
regulations and in some cases extend them to those not covered by EU/EEA provisions (e.g. third 
country nationals and citizens of Greenland and the Faroe Islands). But in the area of Nordic 
welfare, as in other policy fields, national differences and interests prevail. As a Danish social 
security official noted: 
  

‘We have very good cooperation with Nordic colleagues… But we have very different political 
systems and we have managed our social systems very differently… So if we have a problem in 
the EU… we will not go to Sweden. We would more likely go to the UK or the Netherlands or 
maybe Austria, to member states with a similar view of the problem.’ 
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KEY OBSERVATIONS AND INSIGHTS FOR 
SCOTTISH-RUK RELATIONS  
 
 

Many interviewees spoke of formal Nordic cooperation as an historical dream which had been 
supplanted by a focus on the EU. Agreements between Nordic countries must comply with EU 
regulations in areas of EU competence, limiting both the incentive and opportunity for distinctive 
shared arrangements and entitlements across the Nordic countries. The same would be true of 
Scottish-rUK relations, and may even be the case if the UK were to withdraw from the EU but remain 
within the internal market. 

EU integration is often high on the agenda of Nordic intergovernmental relations, e.g. in discussions 
among officials of rulings from the European courts or practical problems associated with the 
administration and implementation of EU directives within their national systems. This is also the 
case in Irish-UK relations, and EU integration would also be likely to influence Scottish-rUK relations 
after independence.  

Even where governments meet with a spirit of cooperation, we should expect that national interests 
and policy priorities would prevail. Among the Nordic countries, lack of common policy priorities and 
the preoccupation with defending and advancing national interests inhibits strategic policy 
coordination in Brussels, though the Nordic and Baltic EU members meet informally to communicate 
their priorities in advance of EU Council meetings.  

Norway and Iceland - members of the European Economic Area but not EU member states - are 
signatories to EU labour market and mobility regulations and therefore obliged to implement 
directives. Without formal representation in Brussels, they benefit from the information and 
communication flows regarding EU policy developments from their Nordic neighbours. If rUK was to 
disengage further from the EU, an independent Scotland within the EU could become its key ally and 
conduit, as Ireland sometimes is today. 

All officials interviewed underlined the importance of identifying ‘added value’ or ‘Nordic synergies’ 
as a pre-requisite for effective Nordic cooperation. The depth of Nordic cooperation varies among 
policy areas, but high level political interest and participation in formal meetings has been difficult to 
secure. Scottish-rUK relations after independence would be most effective where there was a clear 
incentive for all sides to engage, and a shared sense of purpose and advantage in doing so.   
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